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Eric Dupont Gallery is pleased to welcome Narmine Sadeg, an artist of Iranian origin, to her
first exhibition at the gallery : Another.
After showing her work in 2014 at the Musée d’Art moderne de la ville de Paris –Unedited
History, Iran 1960-2014 - she presents in this new exhibition an installation of sculptures and
videos and a set of drawings. Several pieces specifically created for this exhibition enrich the
earlier pieces, which haven't been shown to the public until now.
Between the tracking shots of an outside view and of words that cross the mind as an elusive
continuum stand Balancing figures, strange half-human half-doll characters with whom the
audience can interact. Pierced by an industrial steel tube, these figures can be manipulated as
toys and repeat their balancing movements that run out gradually. Imagined as characters in
novels, Balancing figures are graceful and tragic, unreal and grounded in reality. By their silence
and strangeness, they intrigue and make us question ourselves and everything affecting us.
In this installation, the artist remains concerned about the condition of fragile and interrogating
beings, facing a world which increasingly imposes its rules.
The drawings were made with casein in deep black and discreetly dialogue with the figures.

Universal Extraneousness…
It is not so much for its iranity that Narmine Sadeg’s oeuvre belongs to the theme of exile. Indeed,
despite its geographical and autobiographical aspect, the disorientation operated by her work draws
from somewhere else.
Besides any displacement and migration - which eventually have become truisms of our globalized era
- it is necessary to underline that first of all, we are all Strangers facing strangers…
The status of psychological exiled, forced migrant or speculating uprooted leads us to deeper
wanderings, to an unease and existential unsuitability. There, something resides somehow too evident
for us to see. Generally speaking, we could be compared to blind or visually impaired people, whose
affliction would merely illustrate a symbolical blindness, a fundamental lack of sight, a sort of heroic
infirmity coming from an existential condition - which remains inscrutable to us.
Through this reasoning, it becomes possible to decipher Narmine Sadeg’s composite production.
Though interlocking with a personal history shaped by Persian culture and – closer to us - with the
historical contingency implied by the 1979 revolution on a generation of artists, Sadeg’s oeuvre
concerns a deeper-rooted existential condition, of which the artist underlines the strong disorientating
power.
Narmine Sadeg adopts this tragic, metaphysic and poetic disorientation as driving force of her work,
defining it with the French neologism étrangeité (coming from Italian word estraneità meaning “to be
a stranger to”). This is the etrangeitude (extraneousness) she feels toward a globalized world and
which pushes her to self-define as a stranger, in order to embrace the singularity constituting her
identity as an artist.
Avoiding disrupting the specific tempo which has accompanied her since childhood, Narmine Sadeg
operates a sort of contemplative deceleration of reality, in a work accomplished as lone ranger. We are
caught by a sensation of time suspension, in sharp contrast to the works we became accustomed to in
the contemporary art world. However rooted in a tragically existential a-temporal condition, the
artist’s work appears nevertheless terribly grounded in reality.
Narmine Sadeg has never feared to explore a sort of archeology underlying existence and has been
working for longtime this intimidating a-temporality which deeply concerns us all. Steering against
obvious rhythms and habits, during long and difficult years, she has reached an analytical depth in her
production, thus enabling her to rightfully express a tragic dimension, in which we can recognize
ourselves.
To do so, Sadeg has never ceased to play with a composite palette of diverse yet contiguous mediums.
Drawings blended with thick and poignant pictorial expressivity. Wax and resin sculptures, adding a
touching patina to the delicate shapes and volumes…. Furthermore, she deliberately exploits the
paradoxical merging of her rigorous installations and her visceral – almost archaic – sculptures,
topping her henceforth mature oeuvre of an ancestral layer, provoking an effect of disorientation and
reminiscence…
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NARMINE SADEG
Born in 1955 in Iran, lives and works in Paris
For several years Narmine Sadeg has developed a singular artistic practice according to an atypical path. After
finishing her studies in Fine Arts School at Tehran University, she moved to Paris and was enrolled in Ecole des
Beaux-Arts in Paris. She was soon interested in intellectual questions on contemporary art and developed
theoretical researches allowing her to go further in her investigations. These researches will lead to a Ph.D. thesis
at the University Paris-Diderot on text-image interferences (Henri Michaux, Christian Dotrement,
Andre Masson …). She was interested through theses researches in the overflow borders in using artistic mediums.
At the beginning of 1990s, Narmine Sadeg was represented by Giovanna Minelli gallery in Paris and
was the recipient of the Villa Médicis hors les murs prize (1993) and produced a vast art installation project
using documentary videos that question the institutional functioning of contemporary art (Tell me about art,
1993-1994).
Between sculpture, drawing, video and installation, Narmine Sadeg’s works explore the notion of extraneousness
and invisible borders between inside and outside, here and elsewhere, questioning at the same time about the
contemporary society, the History and the power.
Her work was exhibited at the gallery Giovanna Minelli, Paris; the Villa Arson, Centre for Contemporary Art,
Nice; CAVS & MIT Museum, Cambridge, Massachusetts; the Basilisk Gallery, Copenhagen; the Werkstatt
Gallery, Berlin. The exhibition "Unedited History, Iran 1960-2014" (2014-2015) at Musée d’Art moderne de la
ville de Paris (2014) and MAXXI in Rome (2014-2015) offered the artist an opportunity to present an extensive
multidisciplinary installation where she made reference to an Iranian story of the 12th century to evoke in a
universal dimension the contemporary issues.
Narmine Sadeg is also lecturer in the arts department of the University of Bordeaux-Montaigne.

Another
Livret
On the occasion of the exhibition a book is
published by Eric Dupont gallery in addition to
the video piece Another.

Partial view of the exhibition

Balancing figures, 2012-2015 - mixed media

Travelling, video projection on the wall, 2007

Another, video, 2015

End, 2015 - Casein and paraffin on paper, 50 x 65 cm

Sans titre, 2015 - Casein and paraffin on paper, 65 x 50 cm

